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Abstract Problems with ambulation and mobility are
frequent problems in older adults. Each year, about
one in 100 older adults develops new severe mobility
disability. Assessment of abnormal gait constitutes a
major component of clinical practice and may lead to
fall reduction. Clinicians can benefit from simple gait
and mobility assessment tools to be used in busy
clinical settings. This review focuses on gait and
stepping performance measures that can be used by
the busy clinician to assess gait, mobility performance,
balance, and falls risk in the older adult.
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Introduction
Difficulty ambulating and problems with general
mobility are frequent complaints of older adults. Each
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year, about one in every 100 older adults develops new
severe mobility disability, defined as the inability to
walk across a small room or the need for help from
another person to do so [20]. Assessments and
interventions to improve gait are commonly used in
older adults. Although management of abnormal gait
constitutes a major component of physical therapy
practice, a recent survey of clinical physiotherapists
noted that there was no systematic use of standardized
gait assessment tools, and that less than one-quarter
utilized a gait laboratory for assessment [72]. The vast
majority of these therapists requested a gait assessment tool, a simple clinical measure that could be used
easily and quickly within a busy schedule without
compromising reliability and validity. We review
various gait assessment tools, including a performance-based set of multiple tasks, and stepping tasks.
Outcomes are simple and, at most, require measures of
distance, timing, or counting.

Performance-based measures
High-tech assessments that involve formal kinematic
and kinetic analyses have not been applied widely in
clinical assessments of older adult balance and gait
disorders. Instead, a set of functional gait and balance
tasks (which includes gait-related tasks such as turning
while standing) has been proposed as a means to
detect and quantify abnormalities and direct interventions. These tasks are either timed or scored semiquantitatively, usually based upon whether a subject is
able to perform the task and if able, how normal or
abnormal the performance was. Compared to more
sophisticated high-tech assessments, these sets of tasks
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are easy to perform by virtually all levels of appropriately trained personnel and require virtually no
equipment or testing time, and generally are valid.
These sets of tasks provide a specific functional
evaluation that is relevant to walking and may give
clues to deficits in specific areas that are critical to
level of dependency and that are amenable to physical
therapy. A major issue is whether the simple measures
are reliable and stable, particularly in diseased populations with potentially unstable clinical status. These
scales are noted to be reliable in smaller, selected
published samples but perhaps less reliable in larger
epidemiologic settings (e.g., see [54] for critique of
timed up and go test). Furthermore, as with any timed
test, increased performance time may indicate more
impairment or disability but may be the desired
adaptation to maintain safety, particularly in someone
at risk for falls. As far as the patient may be
concerned, completion of the task, albeit slowly, safely,
and without undue exhaustion, may still be preferable
to being unable to perform the task at all.

Gait speed
Gait speed has become a powerful assessment and
outcome measure. Gait speed measured as part of a
timed short-distance (e.g., 8 feet) walk or as measured in terms of distance walked over time (such as
6 min) predicts disease activity (such as in arthritis),
cardiac and pulmonary function (particularly in
congestive heart failure), and ultimately mobilityand activities of daily living (ADL) disability, institutionalization, and mortality. Gait speed is affected by
a number of factors, including disease (such as
cardiopulmonary), leg function (such as strength),
and other factors such as falls and physical activity.
For a full review, see [1].
Usual and maximal gait speed. Over relatively short
distances (e.g., 5 m), usual walking speed may predict
subsequent functional dependence for the old-old
(aged 75 and over), while maximal walking speed
appears to be most sensitive in predicting functional
dependence for adults aged 65–74 years, with functional dependence being defined as a new disability in one
or more of the five basic activities of daily living, or
death [61]. However, maximal-walking speed (walking
as fast as possible such as on a 30-foot walk which
includes one turn), is one of the factors which can
independently predict cognitive decline prospectively
in healthy older adults [41]. In a recent study,
Studenski [67], in studying the impact of gait speed
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on functional outcomes, excluded the extremely fit
(gait speed >1.3 m/s) and the very impaired (<0.2 m/s)
and identified values of <0.6 and >1.0 m/s as slow and
fast walking status, respectively. These latter speeds
are useful in predicting hospitalization and functional
decline. Of note, while test–retest comparison of gait
speed between clinic and a home visit 1 week later was
good (ICC=0.84), there is a suggestion that some of the
slow walkers walked more quickly in the clinic [67].
Overall, gait speed test–retest reliability (intraclass
coefficients, ICC) tends to be high for short periods,
such as in: Parkinson_s disease, for usual gait speed and
stride length, 1-week test–retest ICC_s>0.9 [73]; knee
osteoarthritis, for usual and fast walk speed, 1-week
test–retest ICC_s generally >0.9 [16]; stroke patients
measured at home 1 year poststroke, for usual 10meter walk speed for 1 week ICC=0.97 [17]; and mildly
functionally impaired older adults, usual walk speed,
2-week test retest ICC=0.79 [28]. In a large epidemiological sample tested 2 to 3 weeks apart, the test–
retest ICC for usual gait speed is lower (0.72) [50].
Comfortable gait speed over a 5-meter distance, as
compared to timed up and go test (see below) or fast
walk speed, is thought to be most responsive to change
(i.e., to detect clinically relevant change) after 1 month
of stroke rehabilitation [58]. Differences in walking
speed may relate to whether average speed is determined from gait initiation, or if the speed is determined while the subject is already at constant velocity.
Six-minute walk test. Self-paced 6-min walking distance
is particularly useful in patients with cardiopulmonary
disease [22]. For example, the six-minute walk test
(SMWT) discriminates between New York Heart
Association levels of congestive heart failure, and
predicts hospitalization rates and mortality attributable to congestive heart failure [9]. The SMWT
correlates with age and self-reported physical functioning as well as performance on a number of other
balance, gait speed over short distance, and leg
strength measures in mildly mobility-impaired older
adults [4, 24, 35]. When applied in a rehabilitation
setting, the SMWT is also sensitive to changes occurring during posttotal knee arthroplasty [51] and as a
result of an exercise program to improve function in
knee osteoarthritics [14]. Reliability is excellent: 1-week
test–retest Pearson_s r=0.95 in community-dwelling
older adults of varying function [24], ICC=0.94 in
peripheral vascular disease patients [48], and ICC=0.93
in mobility impaired patients [30]. A number of studies
have noted small improvements in consecutive test–
retest distances, e.g., approximately 6% in patients
undergoing cardiac rehabilitation [23]. An important
concern with the SMWT is the motivation to perform
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maximally, i.e., some subjects will Bpace^ themselves
to be able to complete the test instead of trying to
cover as much distance as possible. Given the relatively good relationships between SMWT and self-assessment of functional limitations [e.g., 23], this Bpacing^
may thus reflect what the subject feels that he/she is
able to perform on a daily basis (i.e., usual behavior)
rather than their capacity. While designed to be a test
of exercise endurance, in some patients with heart
failure, the peak oxygen uptake during SMWT may
approach peak values attained by standard treadmill
testing, i.e., the test may also be considered a test of
peak performance [15]. Peak oxygen uptake during
SMWT may approach 80% of the peak oxygen uptake
during treadmill testing [29], suggesting that the
SMWT is a near maximal exercise even for some
healthy older adults.
Long distance corridor walk (LDCW). The LDCW
allows measurement of walking speed of more than 20
m, the distance covered in 2 min and the time taken to
walk 400 m. The 2-min walk serves as a warm-up for
any practice effects and the subsequent 400 m portion
gives a goal of distance, rather than time, and thus
helps to better maintain a higher speed instead of
Bsettling in^ to a comfortable pace [65]. The LDCW
has been used among relatively high functioning older
adults (without apparent walking difficulty or disability) as a measure of health status and fitness, in that
performance correlates with measures of clinical and
subclinical disease, heart rate and blood pressure
response, and physical activity [49]. The LDCW can
help further delineate functional performance decrement, i.e., 26% of these high functioning older adults
did not complete the full test: (1) because of cardiacrelated abnormalities, 13% were excluded from participation; (2) of those eligible, 2%, could not complete
the 20-min walk, 2% did not begin the 400-meter walk,
and 9% could not complete the full distance, making
another 13% of those eligible who could not complete
the full test [49, 66]. This leads to an important concern
regarding how to provide a meaningful score in lower
functioning older adults, many of whom cannot
complete the full 400-meter walk. For example, the
mean SMWT distance in mildly mobility-impaired
community older adults in one study is 448 m [4] and
374 m in congestive heart failure patients, with over
50% of those Class II and over 75% of those Class III–
IV unable to walk more than 375 m [9]. In a more
recent study, nearly one third (32%) of participants
were unable to complete the 400-meter walk, and
although test–retest distances were nearly identical, no
reliability coefficient was reported in regards to
distance [55].
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Sets of multiple tasks
The gait assessments described below are among the
most common found in the literature. For the sake of
brevity, other important assessment batteries that
focus on postural control under various conditions,
but that have limited gait-related items, such as the
Berg balance scale [6, 7] are not included.
Dynamic gait index. The dynamic gait index (DGI)
was developed to evaluate gait alterations in response
to changing task demands, including changing gait
speed, head turns, turning, clearing an obstacle, and
stair climbing. Interrater and test–retest reliability has
been reported as >0.96 (after rater training), and as
with a number of scales [including the performanceoriented mobility assessment (POMA), see below], the
DGI was responsive to change with exercise [64]. The
DGI also has utility in discriminating between people
with and without balance disorders [80]. In people 60
years and older, the DGI correctly identified 83% of
people as belonging to either a balance disorder or
control group [80]. In community-dwelling samples,
using a cut-off score of 19 or less, sensitivity and
specificity were fair in predicting falls: 59 and 64%,
respectively [62], and 85 and 38% in older adults with
dizziness [79]. Subsequent interrater reliability was
variable in individual items (kappa 0.35–1.0), and good
for total score (kappa 0.64, Spearman r=0.95) in a
vestibular-impaired sample of varying age and with a
possible ceiling effect in the total score [84]. A
shortened version of the DGI with three new items
thought to be particularly challenging to vestibular
patients (walking backwards, with eyes closed, or on a
narrowed support) has recently been reported [83].
Emory functional ambulation profile. The Emory
functional ambulation profile (EFAP) measures the
time to walk under five environmental circumstances,
with and without the use of an assistive device in stroke
patients: (1) 5-meter walk on hard floor; (2) 5-meter
walk on short pile carpeted floor; (3) timed up and go
(as below); (4) step over a brick and then around a trash
can; and (5) walk up four steps, turn around, and return
(using hand rail if needed) [81]. A modified version
(mEFAP) incorporated manual assistance (contact
guard, minimal assist, and moderate assist) in stroke
patients undergoing day rehabilitation [3]. In these
small samples, both EFAP and mEFAP interrater and
test–retest reliability are excellent (>0.99), both correlate with other balance and functional measures, and
the mEFAP is sensitive to change over time.
Established populations for the epidemiologic studies of
the elderly (EPESE) short physical performance battery (SPPB). The SPPB is a short battery of the ability
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to maintain stance (e.g., tandem stance), the time to
walk eight feet at usual gait speed, and the time to rise
from a chair five times. The SPPB predicts selfreported disability, nursing home admission, and
mortality [18, 19]. However, a subsequent study
reported that usual gait speed alone predicted ADL
and mobility-related disability almost as well as the full
SPPB battery [21]. In a primary clinic sample, however, while usual gait speed predicted outcomes such as
hospitalization and functional decline, the full EPESE
battery provided additional predictive value, particularly in a VA cohort [67]. A related battery (the
MOBLI index) includes 3-meter walk time, time to
rise from a chair five times, and peak expiratory flow
rate, three factors that predicted changes in selfreported inability or difficulty in walking a medium
(e.g., quarter mile) distance [32]. The MOBLI battery
also predicts mortality [47] and was better than gait
speed alone in predicting walking difficulty [31].
Functional ambulation classification. The functional
ambulation classification (FAC) [26] uses a five-point
scale to rate the extent of human assistance (stand-by,
intermittent touch, and continuous support) required
to walk on varying surfaces (level, nonlevel, stairs, and
inclines) while using an assistive device if necessary
[26, 27] in patients with neurological impairment.
While no reliability data are reported, the FAC does
correlate with temporal-distance measures such as step
length and velocity.
Functional obstacle course. In the FOC, the subject
must traverse a series of 12 simulations of functional
mobility tasks or situations commonly encountered in
and around the home environment [42, 43]. The
subject walks approximately 100 m across flooring of
different textures, as well as up and down ramps and
stairs and over and around small obstacles. Outcomes
include the time taken to complete the course as well
as the quality of performance, i.e., the degree to which
assistance and observed difficulty or unsteadiness was
observed. Based on videotape ratings of subject
performance, interrater and intrarater reliability was
excellent for both time and quality scores (correlations, presumably Pearson_s r, >0.98) and test–retest
coefficient of variation for completion time was 5%
[42, 43]. Fallers have poorer time and quality scores
than nonfallers and the scores correlate with factors
such as neurological impairment [43] as well as POMA
score (performance-oriented mobility assessment, see
below) [45]. Practice on the FOC, as a part of an
exercise program, did not help reduce falls [44]. In
another version of a FOC [57], subjects walk in
tandem, on foam, up and down a ramp and stairs,
after picking up a box, under blinds suspended from
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the ceiling, and over a styrofoam block. Interrater
reliability for video-rating quality scores (e.g., need for
adaptive behaviors, steadiness, etc.) was high (Kappa>0.95) and while test–retest quality scores were
highly correlated (ICC>0.9), there were small
improvements in mean scores (11%). Similar reliability and changes were noted with completion time.
Both quality score and time correlated with measures
such as the POMA and gait speed, and both quality
score and time improved as a result of an exercise
program, particularly in those with poorer scores
initially. Note that one of the interesting issues not
well addressed in these studies is the concept of timeaccuracy trade-off, in that faster performance may
occur at the expense of errors or poorer quality score.
It appears that all subjects were instructed to walk at a
comfortable pace, and were generally not instructed
regarding the quality score, although there was probably an implicit assumption that the goal was safe
performance without the use of assistance.
Gait abnormality rating scale. The gait abnormality
rating scale (GARS) utilizes a videotaped four level
assessment of 16 individual gait descriptors with a
focus on the lower extremity, trunk, and upper
extremity [82]. Items in the scale that best distinguish
a group of nursing home fallers from nonfallers include
limitation in shoulder extension, arm-heel-strike asynchrony, and guarded stepping and arm swing. Interrater reliability (Spearman r) for total score was >0.95
but per item ranged from 0.5 to 0.9 [82]. The modified
GARS (GARS-M), a seven-item version, includes the
items noted above plus variability in stepping and arm
movements, staggering (partial losses of balance), the
degree to which the heel-strike occurs before forefoot
impact, and loss of hip extension during gait [75]. This
seven-item version was analyzed in frail ambulatory
veterans and had moderate interrater and intrarater
reliability (Kappa 0.6 for individual items, ICC>0.9 for
total score, when done by trained physical therapists),
good test–retest reliability (ICC>0.9), and correlated
with gait speed and a history of falling. Using a cut-off
score of 9 in this same cohort resulted in a modest
sensitivity of 62% and specificity of 87% in predicting
two or more falls in the past year [74], compared to 72
and 74%, respectively, for comfortable gait speed of
0.6 m/s. Thus, these changes in gait may be more
predictive of falls than simple gait speed.
Performance-oriented mobility assessment. The
POMA, also known as the Tinetti balance and gait
scale, is one of the earliest and most widely used
batteries designed to assess balance, gait, and fall risk
in older adults. The POMA includes an evaluation of
balance under perturbed conditions (such as while
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rising from a chair, after a nudge, with eyes closed, and
while turning) as well as an evaluation of gait
characteristics (including gait initiation, step height,
length, continuity and symmetry, trunk sway, and path
deviation) [69]. Lower scores on the POMA have been
associated with increased falls [70] and with increased
cerebral white matter disease, possibly related to
cerebrovascular disease [78]. A recent study of frail
older adults showed that scores on the B-POMA
(balance section of the POMA) were significantly
different between fallers and nonfallers, with a score
of 11 or less being predictive of a history of recurrent
falls (odds ratio 18.5; sensitivity 83%; specificity 72%)
[68]. A score less than 19 out of 28 has a sensitivity of
68% and a specificity of 88% for predicting an
individual who will have two or more falls [71]. A
later amended version suggests that a score of 36 out
of 40 identified single fallers with 70% sensitivity and
52% specificity [53]. Initial reports suggest more than
90% interrater agreement on individual items [69].
Note that a ceiling effect might be noted in the
POMA, even in moderately disabled Parkinson_s
patients, while gait speed will continue to differentiate
subtle changes in functional ability [5]. This ceiling
effect may have accounted for the sharp drop in
sensitivity on a ROC curve to detect fall risk or it
may also be a sign that other factors significant in fall
causation (e.g., vision or environmental hazards) are
not captured by the test [53].
Timed up and go test (TUG). The TUG is a measure of
the time taken to stand up from a chair with armrests,
walk 3 m, turn, walk back to the chair, and sit down.
Difficulty and/or unsteadiness in TUG performance is
recognized as an important part of fall risk assessment
[2]. In small community functionally impaired samples,
intraclass coefficients for short periods are good:
ICC>0.9 for less than 1 week [52] and ICC=0.74 for 2
weeks [28]. Sensitivity and specificity for a history of
falls is good (87%, [63]). A cut off score of 14 s or
greater has been proposed as 80% sensitive and 100%
specific for a history of falls [63]. Reliability was found
to be modest (ICC<0.6) in a large (n=2,305) sample of
which 63% were found to have cognitive impairment
and 29% were unable to complete the test due to
immobility, safety concerns, or refusal [54]. Note that a
shorter version (a walking distance of 2.44 m or 8 feet)
has also been proposed with similar predictive value
for a history of falls; this same study also found a
substantially lower cut-off score for TUG in those with
a history of falls, i.e., 10 s [56]. Other studies suggest a
cut-off of 12 s for community older adults (77% were
below 10 s) [8], and 20 s for independence on most
(but not all) ADLs [52]. With its simplicity in
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administration and scoring, the TUG is among the
most widely used of the measures noted in this study.

Dual-task walking
Recently, dual-task performance has been linked to an
increased risk of falls based on walking performance
while performing a simultaneous cognitive (dual) task.
The risk of falls, measured prospectively, increases in
assisted living residents who stop walking while talking
[39]. This simple Bstops walking while talking^ test,
however, may be only useful in subjects who are very
impaired in the ability to walk anyway [25]. Adding an
additional task to be performed simultaneously with
the TUG may, however, add clinical utility. Lundin–
Olsson [40] compared TUG performance time either
without or with a simultaneous upper extremity
(carrying a full glass of water) task. Followed prospectively, those subjects with a difference of 4.5 s or
greater between the two TUG tests had nearly a five
times higher risk of falling. Note that the upper
extremity task involves some attentional demand, and
the outcome given, that no subjects spilled any water,
reflects mastery of the dual task. Given that the task
was to carry the glass during walking only and that the
water level was 5 cm from the top of the glass, the
motor and attentional demands were modest. ShumwayCook et al. [63] also compared TUG performance time
either without or with a simultaneous cognitive (counting backwards by threes) or upper extremity (carrying
a full glass of water) task. When comparing community-dwelling older adults either with or without a
history of falls, both simultaneous cognitive and upper
extremity tasks increased TUG time equally (over
20%), but did not provide additional predictive value
(i.e., sensitivity or specificity) for a history of falls. One
of the main issues in dual-task studies is how the
subject prioritizes walking vs the additional cognitive/
motor task; is the subject instructed to prioritize one
over the other, or does the subject self-prioritize,
thereby adding an additional element of variability?
Another related issue is the level of performance of
the dual task; does the subject maintain a certain level
of performance on the dual task or does the dual-task
performance decrease in the presence of the walking
task? In general, in these studies, information regarding dual-task performance outcomes or prioritization
are not given. In a community sample followed
prospectively, Verghese [76] found that older adult
fallers (vs nonfallers) took longer to walk 20 feet, turn,
and return while reciting the letters of the alphabet
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(walking while talking-simple, WWT-S) or alternate
letters of the alphabet (walking while talking-complex,
WWT-C). Interrater reliability, given only for the
WWT-S, was fair for a timed task of a single trial
(r=0.6). Both WWT tests had good specificity (89–
96%) but only modest sensitivity (39–46%). No score
was given for either cognitive task, but the authors
note that a number of subjects who slowed down also
made errors in the alternate letter task. Had the
subjects been forced to perform the alternate letter
task without errors, walking might have slowed even
more, suggesting that there may have been an underestimation of the effect of divided attention. In one
prospective study in 85-year olds [10], fallers had
slower walk time and poorer performance on verbal
fluency, and, without prioritization of either task,
poorer walk time and verbal fluency performance in
a dual task situation. In contrast to previous studies of
a dual-task effect, no disproportionate dual-task effect
and no difference in the percent of those who stopped
walking while Btalking^ was seen in fallers vs nonfallers, suggesting no benefit from using a dual task to
predict falls. Thus, the dual task effect did not differ
between different levels of fallers and nonfallers. This
finding may have more to do with the fall classification
scheme, in that 1 year recollection and surrogate
reports were used and may not be reliable, although
the faller group was more functionally impaired (such
as in depressive symptoms). Another possibility has to
do with the complexity of the tasks (walking plus three
180 deg turns), which was likely to be difficult in all
three groups, and because of this complexity, the
relatively preserved verbal fluency had little differential group dual task effect.

Tests of volitional stepping
In reacting to a postural disturbance, a foot-in-place
response is frequently not sufficient, necessitating a
compensatory stepping response. Laboratory-based
protocols designed to induce compensatory stepping
(using, for example a waist pull) frequently show that
older and more balance-impaired individuals, compared to young controls, take more steps and have
biomechanically less effective response strategies [36,
59]. These compensatory steps may differ from volitional steps, the latter triggered by a verbal or sensory
(light or sound) commands. Compared to compensatory steps, volitional steps are executed more slowly,
and thus may underestimate the true compensatory
stepping ability [38]. Volitional stepping studies have
found age- and impairment-associated declines in
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reaction time (the time of foot activation), but also
describe declines in step completion time, the time
taken to complete a step. Simple step completion time
is generally slowest in older adult fallers (vs healthy
old and young controls) when stepping laterally onto
instrumented pads in response to a simple light
stimulus [77]. Choice step completion time (stepping
laterally or forward onto a switch with either foot in
response to a light cue) is also prolonged in fallers vs
nonfallers, correlates strongly with other immobility
and fall risk factors (such as Trails B score and leg
strength), and is an independent predictor for falls
[34]. While there may be prolongation of step completion time with increasing age, there may be no
disproportionate increase in simple vs choice step
completion time [37]. One problem with stepping tests
is that subjects may not have to substantially transfer
their weight to complete a Bstep^, thereby making the
outcome a partial step, transferring just enough weight
to activate the switch. This may occur because the step
distance to switch activation is not individualized, i.e.,
to account for differences according to leg length and
severity of the balance impairment. To encourage
weight transfer and to provide a more individualized
assessment of stepping ability, Medell and Alexander
[46] instructed subjects to step out as far as possible
and still successfully return to the original stance
position in one step, the maximal step length (MSL).
MSL declines with age and balance impairment and
correlates strongly with measures of balance, fall risk,
mobility performance, and self-reported function in
balance-impaired older adults [12, 46]. Allowing more
than one step in returning to stance (an altered version
of the MSL) showed greater decline from the third to
the ninth decade of life than other gait and balance
measures [33]. Test–retest reliability of the MSL is
high (ICC=0.86) and while the MSL was originally
tested in three directions with either foot, a simplified
version more appropriate for clinical settings (right
foot forward only) is equally predictive of the functional outcomes above [12]. Tests requiring steps in
multiple directions with different feet have also been
proposed. In the rapid step test (RST, [46]), subjects
are timed as they take 24 steps in three directions with
either foot in response to verbal commands. The time
required to step into contiguous squares in a sequence
of forward, sideways, and backward steps, each step
needing to clear a low-lying obstacle (a set of canes), is
called the four square step test (FSST, [13]. Both the
RST and FSST are prolonged in balance-impaired or
frequent-falling older adults, correlate with other
measures of mobility, balance, and fall risk measures,
and are reliable (test–retest ICC>0.9) [13, 46]. The
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step test is the number of times that a person can place
the foot up onto and then down off a 5-cm block
repeatedly in 15 s without hand support [60]. The test–
retest reliability of this test in older people after hip
fracture is excellent (ICCs of 0.92 and 0.85 for the
affected and unaffected legs, respectively) [60]. Studies
are needed to confirm its validity as a measure of
balance-impairment and falls risk in older adults. The
Berg balance scale (BBS) is a valid and reliable tool
used in the assessment of balance in older adults [6, 7].
It is a 14-item scale that assesses ability to perform a
series of balance and mobility-related tasks such as
going from sit to stand, standing with eyes closed,
retrieving an object from the floor, and other tasks.
One of the more challenging items appears to be a
stepping task (placing alternate feet on a stool for a
total of eight steps while standing unsupported) that
requires shifting the center of gravity and changing to
a narrow base of support [11]. A recent study of
balance-related tests in older adults, indicated that the
stepping task of the BBS was able to discriminate
single fallers from multiple fallers (odds ratio=46,
p=0.005) [11].

Summary
There are a number of advantages of simple gait
assessment measures: they do not require expensive
equipment and facilities; relative ease of and minimal
time needed for administration; potential for acceptance by older adults who might fear technology-based
assessments; and potential to simulate more typical
challenges incurred during day to day living. High-tech
assessment measures utilize highly quantifiable measures that assess more subtle phenomena and underlying pathological mechanisms not readily detectable by
the clinician. These high-tech measures are also
utilized during highly controlled laboratory protocols
that may not fully reflect complex real-world situations. Frequently, a set of multiple tasks is proposed
because gait disorders have multifactorial etiologies
and may manifest themselves differently under different postural (or environmental) challenge situations.
These sets of multiple tasks may provide additional
sensitivity for changes in performance beyond the
simpler performance or questionnaire tests. The simple sets may be most useful in more impaired
individuals because of ceiling effects in the more able
participants. Sometimes the sets may require additional equipment or space, such as in the obstacle courses
that defeat the purpose of the simplicity of the
measure and make the test more complex and less
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portable. Which measure is thus best to use? Selection
of the proper instrument will depend on level of
participant ambulation impairment (e.g., community
ambulator vs home-bound) and the need for simple
(e.g., busy clinic or hospital setting) vs more timeconsuming but informative multiple-task assessments
(e.g., rehabilitation setting).
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